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THE COrNErSTONE OF PPC HAS ALWAYS BEEN SEArCH
The cornerstone of PPC has always been search, however the overarching theme from the past couple of years has been an 

increase in technologies and social platforms utilized by Search Marketers to aid the performance of their overall PPC efforts. 

With more sophisticated capabilities and expanded targeting within search, mobile and social, as well as an overall emphasis 

for the industry to be more “in the moment” for the user, it’s becoming easier to personalize and optimize experiences based 

on behavior, preferences, and locations.

 

With the State of PPC, Hanapin Marketing’s annual survey of the pay per click (PPC) advertising industry, we look under the 

hood of advertising’s fastest-growing industry and find out what makes it tick, year by year.

 

This year, hundreds of search marketing professionals—both influencers and decision makers from a variety of brands and 

digital marketing agencies —completed our survey and collectively reached some very clear conclusions, including: 

• Proven ad channels, like Text Ads, Mobile, and Remarketing continue to gain steam, with Social Advertising, 

    particularly Facebook, trailing closely behind 

• Programmatic is not proving to be a popular choice for advertisers, nor is it a very effective channel for those that  

    are using it 

• With CPCs that have remained much the same, but an increase in conversions, social advertising continues to 

    thrive as a popular choice for advertisers 

Keep reading for the most comprehensive statistical breakdown of the digital ad industry to date—and to draw your own 

conclusions about where we’re headed. 

Introduction
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Introduction

ABOUT HANAPIN MArKETING
Hanapin Marketing is widely recognized as experts in the PPC industry. We publish several thought leadership 

pieces annually, including the State of PPC, Search Marketplace Reports, and the 25 Most Influential PPC Experts 

list. Our blog, PPC Hero, and our all-PPC conference series, Hero Conf, provide the digital advertising industry—and 

our clients—with cutting edge advice and leadership every step of the way. 

THE STATE OF PPC 
is an annual digital ad industry survey developed and maintained by Hanapin Marketing. We collect anonymous, 

industry-forecasting opinions from leaders in the digital ad space and deliver it to the industry as a resource, guide, 

and predictive analysis of the industry’s general attitude, plans and outlook for the next year. 
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Who Participated?

BIG CHANGES
While respondents vary by year for each State of PPC survey, we took special 

steps this year to reach more brands, more executives, and have a better 

representation of verticals. There were 70% more respondents, with 35% 

holding a director-level and above title, compared to last year’s 25%.

48% 
Managers

35% 
Director 
Level and 

Above

 

17% 
Specialists

     retail        Lifestyle         Agencies       All Others

33%

25%

33%

9%

Top Industries

(Technology, CPG, 
Automotive, etc)

(Travel, Services, 
Entertainment, etc)
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Monthly PPC Spend

BIG CHANGES
Every year the type of respondents changes slightly, though this year 

saw a bigger change than usual. Last year we reported that 59% of 

respondents spent over 1MM/month in PPC. This year, only 14% said 

that they spend that much per month. Spend was broken up across 

the board this time, probably due to a higher volume of brands with 

smaller spend amounts and a decrease in the amount of agencies 

reporting in big client spends that can skew the numbers.

28%

39%19%

10%
4%

Verticals Spending the Most in PPC 

Travel

Automotive 

Home Improvement

Publishing

Technology 

Services

retail 

Verticals Spending the Least in PPC

Under 50K

50K-250K

250K-1MM

1MM-5MM

5MM+

Of all the verticals, Technology had the most respondents.
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How Advertisers Feel About The Current PPC Market

Overall, 80% of respondents feel good about the PPC market, but brands and agencies differed on how good or bad 

they feel about the current market. 

20% of brands reported that they feel “Very Good” about the current PPC market, while agencies reported in at 

29%. No agencies reported in that they feel poor, however 4% of brands do feel that they are doing poorly in the 

current market.

Jeff Allen, President of Hanapin

How People Feel About 
The Market VS Last Year

26%

68%

7%

Good

Fair

Poor

Very Poor

Better

Same

Worse

“I think the tendency is for agencies to be easier on overall campaign success, while brands tend 
to be more honest and critical. That’s a good reason why it’s important for agencies to have a role 
that acts as the voice of the customer, to make sure all opinions are shared and put into a proper 
prospective when needed.”

PPC Success this Year

1%

83%
11%

6%
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The Most Effective PPC Channels

Text Ads  remarketing    Mobile          Social         Shopping       Display

Only 21% of respondents claimed that display 

advertising was effective for their business this year. 

JD Prater, Head of Paid Social at Hanapin 

65%

86%

42%
31%

21%

56%

“The future of social attribution is moving away from last click measurement to understanding the full 
customer journey across multiple-devices. Social channels shouldn’t be measured the same as search 
channels and attribution will remain tricky if you’re only measuring ROI in terms of revenue. It’s important 
to note that social channels provide ROI in terms of likes, followers, shares, and loyalty. The brands that 
invest is measuring the full customer journey across device and platforms and understand each channel’s 
role in the funnel, are the ones that will win in 2017.” 

BIG CHANGES
Over 50% of all respondents are still not using programmatic 

advertising in their marketing mix. Of the respondents that are using 

programmatic, about 30% found that was not an effective marketing 

channel for them.

Text ads remain the most effective channel for advertisers, however 

only 86% of respondents claimed effectiveness this year versus 90% 

of respondents from last year.

Trends are very similar among both agencies and brands, but a 

significant insight we found is that majority of brands reported 

social network advertising as “Somewhat Effective” while 

agencies found the method “Effective.”  
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CPCs & Conversions

of total respondents said that 

CPCs increased for them on 

both desktop and mobile.

said that CPCs remained 

the same for them in social 

advertising.

Social Advertising

Conversions 
are growing 
faster than CPCs

Jeff Baum, Associate Director of Services at Hanapin

46%

69%

“It’s certainly a fascinating dynamic that social advertising CPCs have remained steady YoY. I believe there 
are three key reasons for this. 

1) Rise in Facebook CPCs are being offset by other social platforms like Pinterest & Twitter 
     that have less competition. 

2) There’s less transparency into competition on Facebook, so it’s harder to know what CPC 
      needs to be reached in order to beat the competition. In search, that data is available which     
      makes it easier to cause a bidding war. 

3) Many Facebook advertisers use automated bidding. An algorithm can bid more efficiently 
     than manually bidding. Manual bidding leads to overpaying for traffic in many instances.”

Conversions 
growing by 
54%

CPCs 
growing 
by 46%
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CPCs & Conversions

Agencies and brands both reported a higher increase in conversions on Mobile and Desktop, however CPCs 

are growing at a faster rate for both channels. Thus, conversions are lagging behind.

CPCs

Paid Search - Desktop Paid Search - DesktopPaid Search - Mobile

69% 69%

63%
69%

54%46%

Paid Search - MobileSocial Social

Total Year Over Year Conversion Changes

Conversions

Increased

Decreased

Same

120

30

0

90

60

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
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The Most Important Aspect Of The Digital Marketing Industry 
Over The Last 12 Months

% rated More Important

Conversion         Mobile       Location          Social         rise of Ad       Cloud            Automation    Programmatic        Social          Voice Search        
rate Optim.                             Targeting           Adv.            Blockers     Computing       Software                                          Commerce

34%

44% 46%

36%

21%

34%
38%

33%

46%
42%

52%

32%

14%

26% 26% 30%

Key Takeaways
·      Brands are heavily favoring social advertising and mobile this year versus last year’s favorites, 
 automation software and conversation rate optimization.
·      Agencies continue to rate automation software, location targeting and, social advertising as 
 the most important aspects of the PPC industry.

Agency

Brand

Jacob Fairclough, Senior Account Analyst at Hanapin““The realm of paid search has expanded well beyond its primary home in AdWords. Rapidly growing platforms 
such as Facebook, Pinterest, and Instagram have been adopted and incorporated by paid search marketers. 
These are not just different interfaces but require different strategies tactics and management. Automation has 
and will continue to be a key solution to this scaling issue and better utilizing personnel resources. By removing 
the basic drudge work and slimming down time-intensive tasks, marketers can spend more time making the 
important decisions instead of trying to keep up with a growing list of routine tasks and responsibilities.” 

41%

51%
43%

32%
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What Advertisers Are Investing In Compared To Last Year

of advertisers are spending 
more in text ads, mobile, 
social, and remarketing 

compared to last year. 

reported they are spending 
either the same amount

or less that what they 
were a year ago in 

display advertising. 

of people are spending 
significantly less now than 
what they were a year ago. 

are spending 
significantly more on 

social advertising. 

60% 27% 55% 23%
over
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How Budgets Will Change In The Next 12 Months

Plan for Budgets to Increase

Snapchat   Pinterest      Twitter        Native    Programmatic  Linkedin     Display      Instagram        Bing         Facebook      Mobile      AdWords

75%73%69%53%41%39%34%22%21%21%18%15%

Key Takeaways
 ·    Mobile advertising is set for major growth next year

 ·    The dominating social platform for expansion is Facebook

 ·    Advertising dollars in Display will mostly stay the same in the next year

 ·    Snapchat not showing potential for much growth

In every single category, agencies rated an increase in each channel more so than brands. While agencies typically 

tend to be more optimistic about expansion and increase in budgets, brands usually have a difference perspective. 

It will be important for agencies and brands that work together to have a number of open and honest conversations 

to discuss the difference in expectations and make sure you have good alignment for your PPC. 

Note!
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Our Thoughts & Predictions

2016 seems to have fulfilled the promise we saw in 2015 for increased budgets and an overall good year in the PPC 

industry. Here are some things we would like to note:

While automation has 

dipped in importance among 

advertisers, the time saved in 

routine tasks still makes it a 

must in a PPC advertisers tool 

belt. From our observations, 

the industry has learned better 

for when to and when not to 

use automation. Although 

great for time consuming 

tasks, certain bidding and 

time-sensitive tasks still need 

to be done manually.

Programmatic is lacking both 

in interest and effectiveness 

for advertisers. This could 

be because many are still 

struggling on how to get 

started in programmatic or 

because the average marketer 

is still not advanced enough 

to optimize this channel fully. 

The next 12 months in the 

continued evolution for 

programmatic will 

be interesting.

Programmatic Automation

30% of respondents said 

that Voice Search was an 

important aspect of the last 

12 months. While we think we 

are still pretty far away from 

seeing the impact it has on 

the search marketplace, it will 

become more important in 

the next few years for 

advertisers and should be 

closely watched.

Voice Search

Facebook continues to gain 

steam. 67% respondents 

plan to increase or significantly 

increase their budgets in 

Facebook advertising in the 

next year. Facebook’s 

continued efforts in better 

targeting, but a low average 

on CPCs and higher 

conversions has probably 

led to this increase of 

advertisers utilizing social 

advertising.

Facebook
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